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Abstract—Regional myocardial ischemia is a major factor 
promoting electrophysiological abnormalities leading to 
ventricular tachycardias (VTs)/fibrillations (VFs). The study 
was to use computer simulation method to determine the 
possible role of ischemic size and level in the mechanisms 
underlying reentrant activities and cardiac arrhythmias.  The 
Noble98 mathematical model of ventricular cell was chosen in 
the study. The operator splitting and adaptive time step 
methods were used to integrate the equations in cardiac 
conduction models. The ischemic cells were simulated by 
decreasing the intracellular ATP concentration, reducing the 
Na+ conductance, and increasing the extracellular K+ 
concentration within a two-dimensional tissue. Spiral waves 
were initiated by the cross field technique. The study showed 
that activities of spiral waves in local severe ischemia displayed 
three different morphologies while in moderate ischemia only 
two kinds of waves exhibited. When severely ischemic area was 
in between 1.2mm×1.2mm and 4.5mm×4.5mm, wavebreak 
occurred. But to the larger ischemic area spiral wave formed 
typical functional reentry around obstacle. The study 
demonstrated that large ischemic area was beneficial for spiral 
maintenance and could provide a high probability in the 
genesis of VTs. Spiral waves easily broke up and degenerated 
into VFs under the critical ischemic area and level.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The most important ventricular arrhythmias, the 
ventricular tachycardias (VTs) and ventricular fibrillations 
(VFs), are thought to underlie the majority of cases of 
sudden cardiac death. A growing body of evidence has 
suggested that these arrhythmias are sustained by circus 
movement with reentry. It also has been proved that reentry 
is more common in hearts with structural or functional 
abnormalities such as ischemia, and often appears as a spiral 
rotation in two dimensions [1].  

So far many studies have focused on the arrhythmic 
generating mechanisms. But if there is and how the 
influence of ischemia on activities of spiral waves has 
received little attention. The purpose of the present study is 
to use a computational approach to quantitatively investigate 
the effects of ischemic level and size on spiral activity and 
maintenance of the spiral wave. 
 

II.  METHODS 
 

 
 
 
A. Mathematical Model 

 
Noble98 model [2] summarizes the results of extensive 

voltage clamp and ion flux investigations on mammalian 
ventricular tissue and cells. It includes concentrations of 
several of the ionic species Na+, K+ and Ca2+ that vary in 
time rather than keep fixed, and provides a dynamical model 
for several ionic channel currents, Na+-K+ pump and Na+-
Ca2+ exchange currents. Therefore, it can more realistically 
reproduce the characteristics of the cellular 
electrophysiology. For a single isopotential ventricular cell 
the model is in the form of a system of ordinary differential 
equations, which can be shortly written in the following 
form:  

 
dV/dt = -f(V,u)/Cm,                                    （1） 
du/dt = g(V,u),                                           （2） 

 
where V is the transmembrane potential, Cm is the 
membrane capacitance, u is a vector of the activation and 
inactivation gating variables and the ionic concentrations 
that determine the total membrane current f(V,u). The 
component Cm

-1f(V,u) is the action potential alteration of a 
single cell with the time. 

Ignoring microscopic cell structure, cardiac tissue can be 
treated as a continuous and excitable medium system in 
which a two-dimensional sheet of isotropic ventricular 
muscle can be modeled by the reaction-diffusion-like cable 
(3) 

 
∂ V/∂ t  = -f(V,u) /Cm + D (∂ 2V/ x∂ 2 + ∂ 2V/∂ y2 ),    (3) 

      
where D is the diffusion coefficient for V, x and y are spatial 
coordinates in the sheet.  

Based on the purpose of our study and properties of 
ischemic cells, the length- and tension-dependent ionic 
currents were not included. The major currents in our 
mathematical models involved: INa, fast inward Na+ current; 
INa,b, background Na+ current; IKr, rapid component of the 
delayed rectifier K+ current; IKs, slow component of the 
delayed rectifier K+ current; IK(ATP), ATP-regulated K+ 
current; IK1, time-independent outward current; Ito: transient 
outward current; IbK: background K+ current; Ip: Na+/K+ 
pump current; ICa,b, background Ca2+ current; ICa(L): L-type 
Ca2+ current; INaCa: Na+/Ca2+ exchange current.   
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It was reported the canine ventricular conduction 
velocities ranged from 140-250mm/s (transverse) to 500-
800mm/s (longitudinal) [3], so the value of D in this study 
was set to be 31.25mm2/s. It could give a conduction 
velocity for a normal solitary plane wave along one of the 
coordinate axes of 400mm/s, which was in between the 
longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients in real 
anisotropic myocardium.  
 
B. Numerical Methods 
 

To advance the integration efficiency, the operator 
splitting and adaptive time step methods [4] were adopted to 
integrate equation (3). When calculating, the component of 
describing cellular excitability was separated from the 
component of describing wave propagation. The equations 
were calculated through three steps within a time step Δt as 
follows.  

Step 1) Using the result at time t as the initial condition to 
integrate the following PDE for a step length of ∆t/2: 

 
∂V/∂t = D (∂ 2V/ x∂ 2 + ∂ 2V/∂ y2 ).                （4）                             

The simulation was c
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Step 2) Using the result of step 1 as the initial condition to 

integrate ordinary differential equations (1) and (2) for a 
time step of ∆t. 

Step 3) Using the result of step 2 as the initial condition to 
integrate the PDE (4) again for a step length of ∆t/2.     
   Equations (1) and (2) were integrated using the second-
order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive time step that was 
varied from minimum time step ( Δ tmin= 0.01ms) to 
maximum time step (Δtmax =0.05ms). 

PDE (4) were integrated using the five-point centered 
difference method with the impermeable boundary 
conditions as in formula (5). The time step Δt =0.05ms was 
used to keep all cells synchronized. The spatial step was Δx 
=Δy=0.01cm. 

 
∂ V/ x|∂ x =xmax, xmin = ∂ V/∂ y| y =ymax, ymin = 0.            (5)  
 
Numerical integration was carried out on a personal 

computer with a 2.8GHz processor using programs written 
in visual C++.  
 
C. Simulation of Ischaemia 
 

During ischemia, the normal cell metabolism is disrupted 
by interruption of the O2 supply.  The fall in ATP 
concentration activates the ATP-blocked K+ channel 
resulting in an outward K+ current and an increase in 
extracellular K+. Meanwhile excitability of the cell falls due 
to increasing of intracellular Na+. The results are a falling in 
overshoot potential and amplitude, shortening of the action 
potential duration, slowing of the upstroke velocity and 
conduction velocity, depolarizing of the resting potential [5].  
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D. Initiation of spiral wave
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right lower area had recovered while the cells on the upper 
half plane were still in refractoriness, the wave front then 
curved and formed the head of the spiral wave (Fig.1C).  
 

III.  RESULTS 
 
A. Characteristics of the Simulated Cells 
 

Properties of the constructed single cell models shown in 
Tab.1 were measured. The APD90 (time taken for a cell to 
repolarize to 90% of resting potential) of the models 1 to 4 
were 112ms, 67ms, 49ms and 26ms, respectively. Their 
corresponding maximum membrane rates of depolarization 
were 379V/s, 335V/s, 314V/s and 203V/s. Resting 
potentials were –93mV, -77mV, -71mV and -64mV.  

The simulated ischemic cell was characterized by obvious 
reduction in APD, slower APD upstroke, and less negative 
resting potential just as observed during the experiment [5]. 
Moreover, unlike normal cells, ischemic cells exhibited 
post-repolarization refractoriness which made their 
refractory period prolonged despite shortening of the APD 
and outlasted full repolarization by tens or even hundreds of 
milliseconds. The more severe the ischemia was, the longer 
the refractory period was. 
 
B. Spiral waves in homogenous tissues 
 

Figure 2B and 2C displays spiral waves on globally 
ischemic tissues. In contrast to the normal homogenous one 
(Fig.2A), low excitability and slow conduction velocity (CV) 
of the ischemia caused the tip motion of spiral waves erratic 
and the cycle length (CL) increasing. The areas enclosed by 
the trajectory of the reentrant wave tip became greater with 
ischemic aggravation (Fig.2D-2F). What’s more, due to 
prolonged post-repolarization refractoriness, the wavelength 
of spiral waves (= CV×refractory period) increased in spite 
of the fall in CV. When ischemia was very severe (e.g. 
model 4) the spiral reentry even could no longer be induced 
on 20mm×20mm tissue, resulting in a complete block area.  

 
C. Spiral waves in regional ischemic tissues  
 

Study proved that ischemic size and level would affect 
spiral activities in regional ischemia. Fig.3 displays spiral  
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waves in different ischemic sizes under regional severely 
ischemic condition. The ischemic regions were clearly 
visible in the center of tissues due to raised resting potential 
by elevated [K+]o. When ischemic size was smaller than 1.2 
mm×1.2mm (e.g.Fig.3A), CV was slowed by the ischemic 
area. However, because amount of excited tissue at the 
wavefront (source) was still larger than amount of tissue to 
be excited by that wavefront (sink), the spiral wave could 
propagate without obvious alteration in contrast with waves 
in Fig.2A. When ischemic area was in between 1.2 
mm×1.2mm and 4.5mm×4.5mm (e.g.Fig.3B), there was an 
obvious block of propagation into the ischemic area. The 
activation wavefront broke into two parts that 
circumnavigated the ischemic area, but finally fused to 
recover the previous shape of the wavefront. When ischemic 
size increased further but still smaller than 
18.6mm×18.6mm (e.g. Fig.3C), tip of the spiral wave 
propagated around ischemic boundary and formed typical 
functional reentry around obstacle. If ischemic size was 
expanded again, the spiral reentry could no longer be 
induced.  

Two kinds of spiral waves were found on the regional 
moderate ischemia. Fig.4 shows reentry of the model 2.  
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C
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Fig.3. Spiral waves under regional severely ischemic condition in 
different ischemic sizes. A: 1.0mm×1.0mm; B: 3.0mm×3.0mm; C: 
8.0mm×8.0mm. Time under each snapshot was its recorded time 
after S2 stimulation. 

A

140ms          144ms        148ms        156ms
 

B

140ms         170ms         190ms      200ms
Fig.2. Spiral wave behaviors in the different homogeneous tissue
models. A-C: spiral waves in the corresponding models 1-3. D-F:
area enclosed by tip trajectory of the spiral wave in A-C,
respectively. 

Fig.4. Spiral waves under regional moderately ischemic 
condition in different ischemic sizes. A: 1.0mm×1.0mm; B: 
6.0mm×6.0mm. 
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When ischemic size was smaller than 2.1 mm×2.1mm (e.g. 
Fig.4A), CV was slowed by the ischemic area, but was not 
so obvious as it in Fig.3A. If ischemic area was expanded, 
spiral waves similar to Fig.4B appeared. When ischemic 
cells were in refractoriness, spiral wave could only move 
along the border between normal and ischemic region. But 
with excitation recovery and wave source large enough, the  
activation wave could spread across the ischemic tissue. In 
contrast with waves in Fig.4A, CL was increased in this 
situation.  
  

IV.  DISCUSSION 
 
 Numerical study showed that ischemic level and size 
would affect activities of spiral waves. With high level of 
ischemia, the larger area was necessary to sustain the spiral 
wave due to a greater increase in the motion of reentrant 
wave. It illustrated that larger ischemic area was beneficial 
for spiral maintenance and provided a condition in the 
genesis of VTs. Activities of spiral waves in local severe 
ischemia displayed three different morphologies while in 
moderate ischemia only two kinds of waves exhibited. 
Single cellular excitability and relationship between wave 
source and sink during conduction were suggested to be the 
causes of different activities. A small severely ischemic area 
could have obvious impact on wave propagation, made CV 
slow and even wave breaking, easily forming a figure-of-
eight anatomical reentry [7] and degenerating into VFs. 
However, when ischemic area was increased beyond a 
critical value of 4.5mm×4.5mm, tip of spiral wave moved 
along border of the ischemic area. Due to larger wavelength 
the arm of spiral wave could not be observed completely on 
the tissue, resulting in unmarked spiral pattern but more 
stable wave form. To regional moderate ischemia, tip of 
spiral wave could propagate within the larger ischemic area 
without appearing of wavebreak. 
 
                                              V.  CONCLUSION 
 
 Increased ischemic area is beneficial for spiral 
maintenance and provides a high probability of generating 
VTs. Spiral waves change activities with different ischemic 
level, easily break and even degenerate into VFs under the 
critical ischemic area and level. In conclusion, ischemic area 
and level are suggested to be the influential factors of 
VTs/VFs. 
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